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Chapter 4: A Polycentric World

Four areas developed primary 

urbanization at later time than Sumer, 

Nile, and Indus civilizations

All show some evidence of state 

formation, long distance trade, and 

religious practice

These include China, Mesoamerica, 

and the Niger River Valley of West 

Africa



Shang China. Centered where the Huang He (Yellow River) enters its floodplain from the 

mountains of northeast China, the Longshan farming communities of about 2500 b.c.e 

benefited from rich alluvial soils and extensive metal ore deposits. By 1800 b.c.e. a powerful, 

highly organized, urban, metal-working culture, the Shang, had developed.



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou 

The Earliest Villages

Yangshao culture shows shift to 

neolithic patterns by 8000 B.C.E

Culture also produced oldest known 

playable musical instrument: the flute

Grew millet, rice, and wheat and 

domesticated  animals including dogs, 

pigs, and goats

Yangshao lasted until 2700 B.C.E.



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

The Earliest Villages (cont.)

Longshan culture comprised a more 
sophisticated neolithic people

Made pottery on wheels

Domesticated sheep and cattle

Separate branch of Longshan in 
Shangdong

Evidence suggests a harsh world of 
fortified walls, decapitations, and 
bronze knives



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

The Beginning of State Formation

Xia, Shang, and Zhou dynasties each dominated 

northeast China in chronological succession

Centered on the Huang He (Yellow River)

State formation may have begun under Xia 

[2205-1766 B.C.E.] but evidence is sparse

Evidence of urbanization under Shang [1766-

1122 B.C.E.] is extensive



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

The Beginnings of State Formation [cont.]

Zhou [1100-256 B.C.E.] consolidated city and 

state and left best archaeological remains and 

written records of the early dynasties

The three dynasties may have coexisted

Cities may have developed by time of Shang

Capital cities shifted frequently

Dynasties were wealthy and controlled large work 

gangs 



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

The Beginnings of State Formation 

[cont.]

Sharp class distinctions included 

separate cemeteries for different levels of 

wealth

Chinese cities were also religious 

centers with kings presiding over rituals 

as well as administration and warfare

Human and animal sacrifice needed for 

religious ritual



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

Early Evidence of Writing

Oracle bones were basis of early writing

Consisted of bones of birds and animals as well 

as turtle shells that were heated in fires

Cracks in heated bones were basis of predictions 

of the future or communications with the gods



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

Historical Evidence of the Xia Dynasty

Has long been regarded as a mythical dynasty

Evidence of life at Erlitou matched myths

Xia ruled through clans; leader mediated between 

world of spirits and world of humans

Need to control Yellow River flooding required 

development of large labor gangs

Produced carved jade, bronze weapons, and  

pictograms [forerunners of written script]   





Yu, the Great – Founder 
of the Hsia



“Huangdi” – Emperor

 The “Yellow 

Emperor.”

 Legend has it that 
he ruled for over
100 years.

 Associated with the
invention of 
wheeled vehicles,
ships, armor,
pottery, and 
silk-making.



Emperor Fuxi
Mythical Hsia

ruler.

 Taught the 
Chinese how
to read and
write, 
according to
legend.



Hsia Plaque, 1700 BCE



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

Similarities Among the Three Dynasties

All three developed similar walled cities 

and political structures

Literary evidence referring to different 

dynasties portrays similar values and 

practices 

Dynasties became more hierarchical 

while reducing the power of women  



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

City and State Under Shang and Zhou

Shang ruler controlled network of cities 

from his capital city

Relatives controlled other cities, 

represented interests of king and shared 

local harvests

Shang ultimately controlled 40,000 square 

miles

Ongoing conflicts at edges of territory



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

Early Royal Capitals

Shang capital city shifted frequently

Royal family and nobles lived within city 
wall which comprised palace/ritual 
center

Residents, craftsmen, and cemeteries 
were outside wall

Pattern of city included residences and 
cemeteries of wealthy located to the north, 
with poor living and buried to the south



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

Anyang: The Last Shang Capital

Was last and most powerful center of 

Shang

Area has been heavily farmed and looted, 

leaving few artifacts

Excellent bronzes were produced primarily 

for ritual purposes but bronze weapons 

enhanced power of Shang





Bronze Age Empires



Shang:  1523-1028 BCE



Oracle Bones



Oracle Bones 

Calendar



The Evolution of 

Chinese

Writing during the 

Shang

Pictographs Semantic-Phonetics



Axe Scepter – 1100 BCE - jade

Ceremonial Dagger – 1028 BCE



Shan

g

Urn



Shang Bronzes



Ritual Wine Vessel 

– bronze, 13c BCE



The Xia, Shang, and Zhou

The Zhou Dynasty

Zhou reduced Shang to small warring power

Produced written records

Developed idea of “Mandate of Heaven” to 

justify power of king

Book of Songs a collection of ancient poetry

Transformed warfare to cavalry and infantry

End of Zhou known as era of Warring States





Western Zhou: 1027-771 

BCE



Eastern Zhou: 771-256 BCE



Ritual Food  Vessel, bronze 

11c BCE (Western Zhou)



Pendant of a Dancer - jade 

3c BCE (Eastern Zhou)



Ritual Wine Vessel – 4c

bronze, silver, gold, 

copper



Zhou Coins - bronze



“T’ien Ming”
The Mandate of Heaven

1.The leader must lead by ability and 
virtue. 

2.The dynasty's leadership must be  
justified by succeeding generations.

3.The mandate could be revoked by 
negligence and abuse; the will of  
the people was important.



The

Dynastic

Cycle

A new 
dynasty 

comes to power.

Lives of common 
people improved;
taxes reduced;

farming encouraged.

Problems begin
(extensive wars,
invasions, etc.)

Taxes increase;
men forced to
work for army.

Farming neglected.

Govt. increases
spending; 
corruption.

Droughts,
floods,

famines occur.

Poor lose
respect for govt.
They join rebels

& attack landlords.

Rebel bands find
strong leader who

unites them.
Attack the emperor.

Emperor is
defeated !!

The emperor
reforms the govt.
& makes it more

efficient.

Start 
here



Mesoamerica and South America

Early cities were religious shrine centers 

linked by shamans to world of spirits

Cities built on lakes, not river systems

Work was more labor-intensive

No writing system except for Maya



Mesoamerica and South America



Origins of the 
Peoples of the Americas?

Sculpture from the Americas



Mesoamerica and South America

Origins: Migration and Agriculture

Humans entered the Americas 15,000 

years ago

Developed maize by 5000 B.C.E. and 

beans and gourds by 3000 B.C.E.

Valley of Mexico and high Andes of Peru 

built on these developments to become 

centers of civilization



Mesoamerica and South America

Mesoamerican Urbanization: First Steps

Agricultural basis of urbanization 

present by 2000 B.C.E.

People had developed a wide range of 

irrigation techniques

• pot irrigation

• canal irrigation

• chinampas (hanging gardens)



Mesoamerica and South America

Agricultural Towns in North America

Few urban traits or nonagricultural economy

Towns in southwest influenced by Mexico

First fully developed towns comprised mound 

builders along Mississippi River at Cahokia

Mound towns had strong central authority

All North American towns were in decline 

before arrival of Europeans





North American Societies
Pacific Northwest

Oregon to Alaska

Hunted whales in canoes

Coastal forest provided 

resources

Potlatch – families 

displayed their rank and 

prosperity in an 

elaborate ceremony



North American Societies
Accomplished Builders

Dry, desert lands of the 

southwest

New Mexico, Arizona

Developed irrigation to 

farm

Pottery instead of baskets

Anasazi

Built impressive cave 

dwellings

Lived in pueblos – villages of 

large compounds made of 

stone and adobe.



North American Societies
Mound Builders

Great Plains

Mounds were built to 

bury their dead or 

other religious 

ceremonies.

Mississippian – last 

Mound Builder 

culture

• Thriving villages 

based on farming and 

trade

• Based in Cahokia



North American Societies
Cultural Connections

Trade networks 

brought tribes 

together.

• Rivers especially

Religion

• Sacred spirits

• Respect for the land

Shared Social 

Patterns

• Totems – natural object 

which a group identifies 

itself.



Major Pre-Columbian Civilizations



Mesoamerica and South America

Olmec Civilization along the Gulf Coast

Emerged 1500 B.C.E on Gulf Coast of Mexico

San Lorenzo, oldest known site, ended 900 

B.C.E.; produced unknown hieroglyphics, 

chinampas, and sculpture 

La Venta lasted to 400 B.C.E.

Stone and jade was moved to La Venta from a 

great distance

Reason for Olmec’s decline unknown



Mesoamerica and South America

Zapotec Civilization in Oaxaca Valley

Olmec artifacts in Oaxaca by 1150 B.C.E.

Reached peak by 200 C.E.

Religious symbolism present in temples 

and pyramids

No central city but based on 2,000 terraces 

scattered across fifteen square miles



Mesoamerica and South America

Successor States in the Valley of 
Mexico

Toltecs emerged in Valley by 900 C.E.

Toltecs honored Quetzalcoatl, god of 
Teotihuacan

Aztecs entered valley after 1170 C.E.
• Developed civilization of 200,000

• Militaristic society 

• Practiced human sacrifice

• Destroyed by invading Spanish with help of 
neighbors of Aztecs 



Mesoamerica and South America

The Rise and Fall of the Maya

Maya incorporated Teotihuacan and 

Olmec ideas as well as their own

Located on the Yucatan peninsula

Classic phase (300-600 C.E.) included 

cities, monumental architecture, 

extensive sacrifices, and elaborate 

burials



Mesoamerica and South America

The Great City of Tikal

Religious and cultural center with 
political and economic role 

Contained 360,000 people at its height

Developed calendar combining cosmic 
and historic events with agricultural 
cycle

Shaman-Kings bridged daily life and spirit 
world 



Lands of the Mayans

The Yucatan 
Peninsula



Chichen-Itza - Pyramid



Chichen-Itza - Observatory



Chichen-Itza - Ball Court



Mayan Cultivation 

of Maize

Chac, God of Rain -->



Mayan Underground Granaries: 

Chultunes



Overview of Tikal (Guatemala)

Temple of the Masks
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Tikal Jungle View at Sunset



Tikal - Main Court



Tikal:
Temple 
of the 
Masks



Tikal - Wall Mask of the Rain God



Mayan Glyphs

Mayan 
Mathematics

sky         king          house        child        city



Mayan Glyphs



Mayan Drinking Cup 

for Chocolate



Pakal:  The Maya 

Astronaut



Quetzalcoatl:
The God of Wisdom & Learning



Mesoamerica and South America

Maya Civilization in Decline

Classical period ended in 900 C.E.

Suspected reasons for decline include 
population pressure, climate change, 
warfare, pressure on resources

Some new Mayan towns emerged during 
decline at core

Few Mayan cities remained to greet 
Spanish arrival



Mesoamerica and South America

Urbanization in South America

Few ties to Mesoamerican trends

Both regions built around religious shrines

Both areas developed empires: Aztec and 

Incan

Main South American civilization in 

Andes mountains at 11,000 feet rather 

than arid Pacific coast regions of 

present day Ecuador, Peru, and Chile



Mesoamerica and South America

Urbanization in the Andes Mountains

Trade networks connected mountains 

and coast

Chavin are first known Andean civilization

Tiwanaku irrigated high plains and 

established religious ritual and 

administrative practices that were 

preserved by successor states

• Huari

• Nazca



Nazca



Mesoamerica and South America

The Inca

Capital at Cuzco in Andes at 11,000 feet

Cusi Yupanqui established hereditary 

monarchy in 1438 using unpaid labor 

system (mit’a)

Had administrative system for 

conquered areas



Lands of the Incas



Cuzco: Ancient Capital of the Inca
(11,000 ft. above sea level)



Machu Picchu



Machu Picchu



Incan Suspension Bridges



Incan Terrace Farming



Incan Digging Sticks



Maize in Incan Pottery

& Gold Work



Over 100 Different Types of Potatoes 

Cultivated by the Incans



Produce from a Typical Incan    

Market



Incan Ceramic Jars

Peanut Potato Squash

Cacao God Cacao Pod



The Quipu:  An Incan Database



Incan Mummies



Inca Gold & Silver



The Niger River Valley

Until 1970s, all sub-Saharan towns were 

seen as derivatives of outside examples

Along east African coast, city development 

was influenced by outside traders

West African towns were regarded as 

response to Muslim trade contacts

New evidence challenges idea of lack of  

innovative urban centers in west Africa



The Niger River Valley

West Africa before Urbanization

Early developments include iron 

smelting (possibly gained from the 

Phoenecians), terra cotta sculpture, and 

settled agriculture.

Region jumped from stone to iron ages 

with few examples of bronze artifacts

Bantu migrations carry knowledge of 

iron working and settled agriculture   



The Niger River Valley
Jenne-jeno: A New Urban Pattern?

First known indigenous city in Sub-
Sahara

City developed 400 C.E. and peaked 900 
C.E.

Central area was a walled city containing 
eighty acres

Were probably ancestor worshippers

West African cities may have predated 
outside influences

In decline by 1100 C.E.



The Niger River Valley

State Formation?

Jenne-jeno may have been a collection 

of independent cities without central 

control

May have been a cooperative society with 

relative equality rather than organized by 

competition, dominance, and coercion

Alternate reasoning suggests Jenne-jeno 

may have developed only to level of 

Olmecs in Mexico 



First Cities: Make a Difference? 

Important transition in human history

New scale and density of settlement

New technology in metallurgy

Monumental scale of architecture

Specialization and hierarchy in economy, 

politics, and society

Organized trade networks

Developed writing

Central religious role 


